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ontrary to prevailing politically correct
attitudes, there is plenty of knowledge
and experience, gathered earlier this

century, to demonstrate that sustainable natural
forest management is both environmentally pos-
sible and economically feasible. The key is to
concentrate on low intensity, low risk, and low
investment operations, based on a long felling
cycle and the supply of small volumes of qual-
ity tropical hardwoods. The modern vogue to-
wards Reduced Impact Logging is re-inventing
principles of good tropical forestry practiced ex-
tensively prior to the 1960s. These themes were
introduced in a paper presented by Prof. E.F.
Bruenig* at a meeting at Oxford University.
Bruenig suggests that a century of progress prior
to the 1960s towards sustainable tropical forest
management is well recorded.  By the end of
that period elaborate, but practical, logging and
management codes, manuals and  plans were
readily available (for example in India, Indone-
sia, Uganda, Myanmar, and Malaysia). The
problems now associated with tropical forest
management resulted from a move away from
planned Selection Silviculture Management
systems towards exploitative Selective Logging
from the 1960s onwards. During these years,
strong political support for forestry faded. Poli-
ticians and economists questioned the relevance
for developing countries of keeping forests
standing, arguing for liquidation and re-invest-
ment of the proceeds in the country.
Far from helping to prevent this process, west-
ern environmentalism in the 1980s contributed
to the problem. Environmentalists came up with
the unhelpful notion that tropical hardwood boy-
cotts would slow the plunder. Their campaigns
were based on a romanticised emotional re-
sponse rather than a recognition of real prob-
lems. They only blurred the distinction between
exploitative Selective Logging and regulated Se-
lection Silviculture. The public has been mis-
led the public into believing that tropical for-
ests are too fragile to be managed for timber. In
fact, rainforests are “robust, elastic, and resil-

C ient, exactly because of their...diversity. Con-
trary to common belief tropical rainforest eco-
systems are, as a result, easy to manage with
common sense and an eco-system compatible
attitude.”
Much of the international forest policy debate
during the 1990s has provided little new insight,
involving esoteric but uninformed discussions
of “sustainability” and reinventing “new” cri-
teria for measuring sustainability. Certification
is a new and potentially useful  idea, but is no
panacea. It “is over-optimistic, ignores existing
forestry procedures and social and economic re-
alities.” Certification only covers a tiny propor-
tion of the world’s forests and demand is weak.
Forest dwelling people in the tropics are often
adamantly opposed to certification.
So what is the answer? Bruenig suggests that
“the transition from timber mining to sustain-
able management in tropical forests will cer-
tainly need more than the decade set by ITTO
Target 2000.” In European forestry, this evolu-
tion took more than a millennium. Only 3 tropi-
cal countries seem set on the road to
sustainability. Implementation of sustainability
requires a complete reshaping of moral
behaviour. It also depends on public support.
Systems and ownership structures that involve
local people directly in forestry management,
like those that evolved over centuries in Euro-
pean countries, are essential. Through consul-
tation, tropical countries need to develop na-
tional and regional goals for forest management.
With political and public support and adequate
resources, state forest services can deliver sus-
tainable management.
Natural tropical forest management should fo-
cus on the production of limited volumes of high
quality hardwood, for which continued and  in-
creasing demand seems assured. Other timber
grades, “lesser known species”, and non wood
forest products will play only a supplementary
role, particularly if they are having to compete
with similar products from plantations. “Nature
mimicking eco-system management in some
form of Selection Management System has the
greatest chance to be the ‘least wrong’ [ap-
proach to tropical forest management] ecologi-
cally, economically and socially.”

* Professor Bruenig is former Chair of World Forestry
at Hamburg University, Germany, and author of “Con-
servation and Management of Tropical Rainforests:
An Integrated Approach to Sustainability”.

Tropical forestry

A long history of sustainability
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Environmental groups have issued a new report
which they claim provides “proof” that logging
threatens the survival of species, destroys for-
est communities, damages local environments,
and “exacerbates the dangerous climate change
crises”. The report “Life after Logging” is a col-
laborative effort between Friends of the Earth,
Greenpeace, the Rainforest Foundation and the
Environmental Defence Fund. It is a revised edi-
tion of a report issued in 1992 by Friends of the
Earth in 1992. According to the authors, it draws
on the “significant increase in understanding of
impacts of logging that has taken place in inter-
vening years”. The report is described as
“timely” because, over the last 7 years, there
have been important changes in the forestry

T his month’s Tropical Timbers covers
a  new report by international envi-
ronmental organizations.  Life After

Logging examines the impacts of commercial
logging in tropical rainforests.  The report, a
revised edition of a report issued by Friends
of the Earth in 1992, illustrates how environ-
mentalists ideas concerning tropical forest
management have evolved. There are some
positive signs. There is less reliance on the
emotional arguments of the early 1990s. Their
arguments are more sophisticated and deserve
to be taken seriously. The gap is narrowing
between environmentalists and those indus-
trialists seeking to promote sustainable prac-
tices. Differences of opinion are now less of
substance and more of emphasis.
Few would argue with the environmentalists
contention that the industry needs to shoulder
its share of the responsibility for poor forest
management in the tropics. Environmentalists
seem, at last, to be acknowledging that log-
ging and the timber trade can play a role in
promoting sustainability. No reference to con-
sumer boycotts on tropical timber products is
made in the report. A more reasonable, al-
though imperfect, approach based on indepen-
dent certification is advocated. There is greater
recognition of the complexities of the issues
facing the tropical timber trade.
Nevertheless, there are aspects of the envi-
ronmentalists’ approach to tropical forests
which remain highly questionable.
First, their views still reflect an unwillingness
to move away from unrealistic idealism to-
wards the more difficult search for practical
solutions. While they do not deny outright a
role for commercial forestry in the tropics, the
environmental demands for tropical forest
management set out in the report are prohibi-
tively high. The report implies, for example,
that timber extraction in the tropics should be
backed by thorough social and environmental
impact procedures and a reliable independent
certification scheme. It is argued that tropical
logging should observe the “precautionary
principle”, which in effect means that no log-
ging should be carried out without full and

prior knowledge of the susceptibility of tropi-
cal forest ecosystems to logging.  In practice,
it would be difficult for many forest managers
even in the developed world to comply with
such standards.
Second, many of the conclusions of the report
are debateable on technical grounds. For ex-
ample, it is implied that sustainable forest
management may not be possible in primary
tropical forest. Backed by a lifetimes experi-
ence in tropical forestry, Professor Bruenig
comes to a strikingly different conclusion (see
page 1). He argues that managing primary
tropical forestv for timber is not only feasible,
but should be central role to the development
of tropical forest policy.
Third, Life After Logging is open to the charge
of hypocrisy. The authors are quick to condemn
the efforts of others to promote sustainability
(e.g. ITTO Objective 2000), but slow to ac-
cept the weaknesses of their own position. An
example is when they note that “the debate
about the role of the timber industry appears
often to have been conducted in a poorly in-
formed way.” Environmentalists have played
an important role in raising issues, but they
have rarely improved the quality of the de-
bate. By focusing on emotional single issue
campaigns -  “tropical deforestation”,
“clearfelling”, “bushmeat” - they have rein-
forced public perceptions that tropical forestry
problems and solutions are simple. In concen-
trating only on “commercial logging”, Life Af-
ter Logging is itself an example of this pro-
cess of oversimplification.
The fourth and perhaps most serious charge,
is that the report uses pseudo-science to
“prove” the environmentalists’ position. Life
After Logging looks like science, but is in fact
a political tract. It starts with a cherished no-
tion, that commercial logging is the biggest
threat to tropical forests, and then looks for
facts to prop up the theory. It does not set out
to look at data objectively.
Life After Logging does little to aid under-
standing of the issues surrounding tropical de-
forestation. But it has tremendous power to
mislead.

policy situation, notably the development of glo-
bal and regional principles and criteria for sus-
tainable forest management; and the introduc-
tion of certification schemes. These schemes
have provided opportunities for the objective as-
sessment of forest managers’ environmental per-
formance. It is also 10 years since publication
of ITTO’s seminal work “No Timber Without
Trees”.  This reviewed forestry practice in the
tropics at the end of the 1980s and established
that few areas were sustainably managed at that
time. The report dismisses ITTO Objective 2000
as “one of the most significant failures of the
last decade” having achieved “virtually noth-
ing in terms of putting the tropical timber in-
dustry on to a sustainable basis”.

A large part of the report is devoted to selec-
tively summarising recent research work to dem-
onstrate that “commercial logging” in tropical
forests is environmentally damaging. Individual
chapters deal at length with the impact of log-
ging on forest structure and regeneration, wild-
life habitat, and the physical functions of the
forest. A major focus is to highlight that logging’s
immediate impacts are in many ways less sig-
nificant than its secondary impacts, including the
construction of roads allowing access to the for-
est by shifting agriculturalists and wildlife poach-
ers.
The report is more positive about new techniques
of Reduced Impact Logging. With careful plan-
ning and operational practices, RIL can be used
“to avoid some of the worst direct impacts of
conventional uncontrolled logging on forest eco-
systems and the economics appear to compare
favourably with conventional logging”. However,
it is argued that RIL does not equate to sustain-
able forestry, the systems evolved so far do not
tackle the secondary impact of logging (such as
creating access to forests), and that RIL will not
alone bring about the conservation of tropical
forests. The authors conclude that “the absence
of evidence for the successful commercial prac-
tice of sustainable forest management anywhere
in the moist tropics must call into question the
very possibilility of such management”.
Unlike other sections of the report, it’s handling
of social and economic impacts of commercial
logging is brief. It is acknowledged that the “re-
port says little about people”. Most of the sec-
tion concentrates on gathering together reports
of negative impacts of logging on indigenous and
other forest dwelling people. Largely on the ba-
sis of one research report (Reid, Gullison and
Rice, Can Sustainable Management Save Tropi-
cal Forests?, Scientific American, April 1997)
the authors conclude that “economic
fundamantals for sustainable natural tropical
forest management are not encouraging”. The
report concedes  that “not all impacts are
percieved as being negative”. It provides one
example. In 1996 an IUCN report concluded
Bantu and Pygmy groups in the area of the CIB
logging concession in North Congo view CIB
with enthusiasm because it has opened up the
area with roads, provided employment opportu-
nities, health care and education.
The report ends with a series of policy recom-
mendations. It does not deny a role for commer-
cial forestry in the tropics, even in primary for-
est, but advocates strict adherence to the “pre-
cautionary” principle. It suggests that secondary
forests should be accorded a greater role than
primary forests for the production of timber and
other forest products.  It restates the environ-
mentalists support for independent certification.
It calls for “greater emphasis on conservation
initiatives” and a vigourous clampdown on cor-
rupt and illegal practices in the tropical timber
trade. It also questions the validity of existing
international policy which is characterised as too
reliant on “the promotion of supposedly sustain-
able large scale commercial management of for-
ests”. It also questions the value of partnerships
with the large scale private sector logging con-
cerns, which, the environmentalists, claim will
“simply repeat, under a different guise, the false
promises of Sustainable Forest Management
Projects made in the 1970s”.

Editorial Comment

Greens move forward, but down  the wrong track

Environmental Campaigns

ENGOs set out policy on tropical forests
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Logs
June July Aug

Ex Cameroon Fr.F/m3 FOB Douala LM
N’GOLLON
70cm+20% 60/69 1450 1450 1450
BOSSE 60cm+ 1550 1550 1550
AYOUS 70cm+ 1000 1000 1000
BIBOLO 60cm+ 1350 1350 1350
SAPELE
80cm+20% 70/79 1550 1550 1550
SIPO
80cm+20% 70/79 1950 1950 1950
IROKO
80cm+20% 70/79 1650 1650 1650

Ex Gabon Fr.F/m3 FOB Owendo LM
ACAJOU
70cm+20% 60/69 1200 1300 1300
DIBETOU 60cm+ 1175 1175 1175
DOUKA
70cm+15% 60/69 1150 1150 1150
SIPO
70-79cm10%60/69 1700 1700 1700
80-99cm 1900 1900 1900

Sawn Timber
Ex Ghana  DM/m3 FOB Takoradi
 FAS (includes notional agent’s commission of 5%)
6”+ avg 9”  C/£ 4030 4126 4184
6’ + avg 9’  DM/£ 2.99 2.92 2.97
A.MAHOGANY AD 740 740 740
A.MAHOGANY KD 895 895 895
EMERI AD 760 760 760
UTILE KD 1150 1150 1450
ODUM AD 925 925 1090
ODUM KD 1085 1085 1250
SAPELE KD 900 900 1070
EDINAM AD 590 590 590
EDINAM KD 770 770 770
WALNUT AD 705 705 705
NIANGON AD 895 895 895
DANTA AD 680 680 680
DANTA KD 945 945 945
WAWA  AD 430 430 450
WAWA  KD 500 500 520
MAKORE AD 790 790 790
MAKORE KD 960 960 960

Ex Cameroon Fr.F/m3 FOB
FAS width 6”+, length 6’+
SAPELE 2650 2700 2750
SIPO 3750 3850 3850
BIBILO 2750 2800 2800
N’GOLLON 3200 3200 3200
AFRORMOSIA 3800 3800 3800
IROKO 3375 3375 3375

Ex Gabon FR.F/m3 FOB

FAS width 6”+, length 6’+
OKOUME AD 2000 2000 2000

Ex Zaire Fr.F/m3 FOB

FAS width 6”+, length 6’+
SAPELE 2600 2800 2800
SIPO 3550 3700 3700
MAHOGANY 2950 2500 2500
AFRORMOSIA 3700 3800 3800
IROKO 3300 3400 3400

INDICATIVE PRICES
Latest indicative prices available at time when preparing this report. All prices include agent’s commission. Prices
are subject to continuous variation and may vary in relation to volumes purchased, specification, port of shipment
and quality of a particular shippers production. Specifications are given as a guide - in practice the details vary.

June July Aug

Ex Cote d’Ivoire Fr.F/m3
Fr.F/£ 10.02 9.80 9.97
FOB Abidjan FAS
6”+ avg 9”-10”
6’+ avg 10’-11’
1”-2”
IROKO 3350 3350 3375
MAHOGANY 2750 2750 2750
FRAMIRE 2000 2000 2000
SAMBA No.1 C&S 1525 1525 1525
AZOBE dim. stock 2200/ 2200/ 2200/

2800 2800 2800
OPEPE dim. stock 1950/ 1950/ 1950

2550 2550 2550

Ex Malaysia US$/ton,  C&F UK port
M$/£ 6.00 6.04 6.03
U$/£ 1.58 1.59 1.59
M$/US$ 3.80 3.80 3.80
(Rates given for M$ are official rates)
DARK RED MERANTI (KILN DRIED)
Select & better GMS
width 6”+ avg 7”/8”
length 8’+ avg 12’/14’
1-2” KD 870 895 900
2.5” KD 900 920 950
3” KD 980 990 990
KERUING
Standard & Better GMS
1”-3”
width: random or fixed
length 16’+ 540 550 550
KAPUR
Standard & Better GMS
1”-3” plnd
width  6”+ avg 7”-8”
length 16’+ 545 555 555

TEAK (Official price list basis)
FEQ/equivalent
Boards: 6”+ avg 8”, 6’+ avg 8’
Shorts: 6”+, 3’/5.5’ avg 4’
Ex. Burma US$ per ton of 50cu.ft.
FOB Yangon (Rangoon)
Boards 1”  8”x 8’ 3890 3890 3890
Boards 1”  8”x 8’ 2670 2670 2670
Teak from Singapore and Hong Kong nearer  S$3500
for 1” Boards, 1.5” US$3550, 2” 3750, and US$3850
for 2.5”.

Ex Brazil US$/m3 C&F
FAS           US$/£ 1.58 1.59 1.59
6”+ avg 9-10”
6’+ avg 10-11’
MAHOGANY (Swietenia)
1”-2” AD 1120 1150 1150
2.5”-3” AD 1140 1160 1160
1”-2” KD 1210 1220 1220
2.5”-3” KD 1230 1240 1250
VIROLA
1” KD No.1 C&B
      boards 400 380 380
      strips 370 360 360
CEDRO
1”-1.5” KD 720 700 700
2” KD 720 720 720
2.5”-3” KD 750 750 750

Asian Hardwoods

Firming price
trend continues
Although nearing the end of the usual dry sea-
son in South East Asia, the supply situation re-
mains relatively tight and prices continue their
firming trend.  Poor weather has lingered on in
some parts of the region, with recent press re-
ports of floods in China, South Korea, Thailand,
Vietnam and the Philippines. Even where con-
ditions are drier, in Indonesia and East Malay-
sia efforts to reform forest concession systems
and concerted anti-corruption campaigns have
slowed logging. Although logs are now flowing
more freely in Peninsular Malaysia, production
there is being reduced as the country strives to
achieve sustainability and negotiates the devel-
opment of a credible forest management certi-
fication programme.
Nevertheless supplies of DRM/Seraya are not
as scarce as they were earlier in the year. Some
agents report that wood is available for fairly
quick shipment as long as buyers are prepared
to pay the asking price.
Asian demand for hardwoods is gradually im-
proving as local economies recover more rap-
idly than many analysts expected. Despite a re-
cent dip in the value of the Indonesian rupiah in
response to political worries, Far Eastern cur-
rencies have generally stabilised. There is opti-
mism that the upward price trend will continue
throughout 1999.
Despite rising prices, most agents report there
is still a lot of interest in Asian hardwoods
amongst European buyers. While some Euro-
pean buyers have shifted from  DRM/Seraya to
African Sapele as Asian prices have risen, many
are attracted to the Asian species by the avail-
ability of kiln dried material. Most African
Sapele brought into Europe has to be kiln dried
on arrival. The large Far Eastern mills are also
generally better placed than African mills to sup-
ply European demands for special sizes.
The increase in export royalties in Sabah on high
quality logs from 100 RM/m3 to 150 RM/m3
from 1 July is having repercussions. The Timber
Association of Sabah estimates that the move
may result in a 50% drop in export volume and
significant fall in export earnings. The move,
however, should benefit local manufacturers’ by
increasing log availability on the domestic
market. Domestic log prices in Sabah are
expected to fall. Log exports from Sabah

Hardwood Market Highlights

• Tropical prices expected to increase

• China’s hardwood glut

• South Korean demand sluggish

• Japanese market improving

• Near record production in the US....

• .....can’t keep up with booming demand

• Optimism over European recovery
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Asian Hardwoods Cont.

The overall picture for African hardwoods is one
of generally tight supply and slow, but improv-
ing demand. Heavy rains in many parts of West
Africa are slowing production. Agents are pre-
dicting that supplies will tighten further during
the second half of 1999 while demand in both
Europe and the Far East is expected to pick up.
The combined effect should be sustained in-
creases in prices across the board.
Sapele prices continue to firm slowly, follow-
ing in the wake of rising prices for competing
Asian hardwoods. Rising prices and supply
shortages in Asia have encouraged some Euro-
pean DRM/Seraya buyers, most notably in Hol-
land, to look again at African Sapele. On the
supply side, only limited volumes of Sapele are
available. Uncertainty has been created by regu-
latory changes in Cameroon. Having imple-
mented new controls on the export of logs, there
are reports that the Cameroon authorities are
now restructuring the forest royalty system. This
move will impact on log prices to Cameroon
mills. Production in Cameroon is limited as sup-
pliers take time to digest the changes. Making
valid predictions about the overall impact of
these measures is difficult. However shippers
are being very bullish over price and agents are
predicting further firming of the Sapele price in
the Autumn.
UK agents report that fears of shortages later in
the year have led to much greater interest in the
forward market for Sapele during August. Some
Cameroon shippers have sold Sapele for ship-
ment well into the fourth quarter at prices of
around FF2650 FOB.
Iroko prices are also edging upwards respond-
ing to tight supplies and reasonably firm de-
mand from the UK and Ireland. Demand in Ire-
land has improved since the spring, but has not
reached the dizzy heights of last year.

South American Hardwoods

Mahogany prices
expected to rise
The Brazilian mahogany market is now almost
exclusively the domain of the United States,
which imports around 90% of the total pro-
duction of the species. Demand from the US
is reported as continuing very firm while sup-
plies are restricted. Further price increases are
expected. Unlike previous years, when the UK
took much of the highest grade of material,
the US now buys significant quantities of FAS.
Much of the volume is shipping dry to avoid
the high costs of kilning in Brazil. Brazilian
suppliers of mahogany are increasingly work-
ing together to overcome problems of financ-
ing logging operations due to high interest rates
and the recent devaluation of the real. This
trend towards increased co-operation amongst
former competitors is also encouraged by
IBAMA’s efforts to cut down on authorised
concessions.
UK imports of the species have fallen from
around 50,000 m3 per year in the early 1990s,
to around 6000 m3 last year. This year ana-
lysts expect UK imports to be only 2,000 to
4,000 m3. Price has undoubtedly been a ma-
jor factor in the decline. While Asian and Af-
rican prices fell in the wake of the Asian cri-
ses, the mahogany price stayed firm due to the
relative strength of the Brazilian currency last
year, high extraction costs, and a very bouyant
market for the species in the United States.
Environmental pressures have been a
contibutory factor, severely damaging the im-
age of the species in the UK.
Cedro has taken over as the “major” Brazilian
export species to the UK, but volumes are
fairly insignificant. While the differential be-
tween cedar and meranti has narrowed over
recent months, cedro prices are still too high
to generate much interest. Supplies of both
cedro and virola are described as being “rela-
tively plentiful” and prices stable.
The major markets for other secondary spe-
cies of Brazilian hardwood are Spain, France
and the Carribean. ITTO’s Market News Ser-
vice reports that tropical hardwood log sup-
plies have generally improved with the end of
the rains. The improved competitive position
of Brazilian exporters following currency de-
valuation has stimulated export demand for
Brazil’s tropical hardwood products.
Recessionary forces however have resulted in
a weak domestic market. Prices for most spe-
cies remain stable.

amounted to around 400,000 m3 between
January and June this year.
Recent data released by ITTO’s Market News
Service suggests that Southsea log imports in
Japan declined in June. Log imports during the
month were around 267,000 m3, 66,000 less
than the previous month and the lowest monthly
arrivals during 1999. The fall is explained by a
slowdown in Japan’s plywood market and log
supply difficulties in the major source countries;
Sabah, Sarawak, PNG and the Solomons.
While economic conditions in Korea are
improving, the timber sector remains sluggish.
Korea’s overall industrial production index
reached 75.2 in May, the fourth consecutive
monthly increase, but the index for the timber
sector was only 47.2, the lowest amongst all
industries. The crises at Daewoo, one of the
country’s largest conglomerates, is also
undermining confidence and growth. Demand
for hardwood logs from South Korea’s plywood
sector is weak. Nevertheless, GDP growth in
South Korea is higher than many analysts

expected, with some projections for 1999
suggesting 7.5% growth. Foreign investment has
poured into the country since the beginning of
the year. Permits for new construction increased
45% in April over March to reach their highest
levels since January 1998. This has raised hopes
that demand for timber in Korea should rise later
in the year.
One of the most significant features of Asian
hardwood markets during 1999 has been growth
in China’s demand for logs and sawnwood. Log
imports into China in the first five months of
1999 were 2.64 million m3, 71.5% greater than
the same period in 1998. Sawnwood imports
were up 72% over last year. However,
overzealous purchasing has led recently to glut
and declining prices on China’s domestic
markets. China’s imports include the traditional
species of US Douglas Fir, Canadian sawnwood
and Malaysian Lauan. Demand now also
extends to African okoume; a number of South
American species (e.g. aguai, planchonella);
maple and oak from the US; European beech;
and ash from Russia.

Some agents report improving demand for Gha-
naian wawa amongst buyers in the UK and the
Far East. China has been buying significant
quantities of the species for some time for moul-
dings and picture frames. More recently Ma-
laysia and Japan have returned to the market.
Wawa prices are firming.
Prices for other species from Ghana are also
firm as a result of the recent increase in forest
royalties. There are reports that electricity costs
in Ghana have increased substantially over re-
cent months.  Although trade volumes have
picked up slightly, both supply and demand for
many Ghanaian species are at low levels and
trading conditions remain difficult for many
producers. Resource constraints and limited log
sizes mean that Ghana’s ability to supply suit-
able sizes and specifications of many species is
now limited.
In response to increasing problems of wood sup-
ply, several European companies based in the
Ivory Coast are looking to alternative sources
in Equatorial Guinea and Liberia. The Ivory
Coast’s Syndicat des Producteurs Industriels
(SIB) estimates that production of converted
wood products now amounts to no more than 1
million m3 per year, around 45% comprising
sawnwood, and the remainder further processed
products including veneers, panels and floor-
ing. Within the next year, the French company
Thanry, the German Danzer, and the Dutch
Wijmann, are expected to start operations in
logging concessions in Equatorial Guinea. In-
terest in Liberia is also increasing. French log
imports from Liberia in the first four months of
1999 amounted to 20,654 m3, up from only 1451
m3 during the same period last year.
Asian buyers are returning in growing strength
to the African log market, increasing their
purchases of okoume and ozigo from Gabon, and

tali and other peeler species from Cameroon.
Mixed reports are emerging of the political situ-
ation in the Congo (formerly Zaire). In early
August, Ugandan and Rwandan troops, back-
ing rival rebel groups in Congo, fought a three
day battle in Kisangani, Congo’s third city. Some
50 people were killed. The prospects for peace
in the country however improved later in the
month when all three rebel factions in the civil
war agreed to sign a peace agreement.

African Hardwoods

Tight supply and strengthening demand
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USA TEMPERATE HARDWOODS
INDICATIVE PRICES
(North Appalachian)

US$ CIF UK MBM KD square edged
net measure after kilning

June July Aug
$/£ 1.58 1.59 1.59
RED OAK
1” 1775 1740 1760
1.25” 1940 1920 1930
1.5” 2090 2065 2075
2” 2400 2400 2400
WHITE OAK
1” 1575 1545 1580
1.25” 1780 1745 1780
1.5” 2170 2125 2100
2” 2655 2625 2600
ASH
1” 1175 1150 1175
2” 1580 1550 1575
TULIPWOOD
1” 1060 1075 1075
1.25” 1090 1085 1090
1.5” 1135 1135 1145
2” 1165 1155 1165
CHERRY
1” 3160 3105 3275
1.25” 3225 3160 3350
1.5” 3335 3370 3525
2” 3570 3500 3675
HARD MAPLE
1” 2155 2270 2350
1.25” 2200 2250 2450
1.5” 2425 2600 2625
2” 2635 2800 2775

The US economic “miracle”, in the form of con-
tinuous growth for the last 101 months, still
confounds the analysts.  The US economy grew
by a huge 6% in the last quarter of 1998, and
continued to expand at a slightly lower rate of
4.5% to end June this year. Consumer spending
was up at an annualised rate of 6.7% in the first
quarter of 1999, the largest increase since the
autumn of 1986. There is high employment, ris-
ing incomes, continuing stockmarket growth and
relatively low interest rates. Despite these
trends, inflation still seems to be under control.
The US Federal Reserve, fearing that inflation
may become a problem, have been raising base
rates since September 1998 when they reached
a record low. Most recently rates have been in-
creased by 0.25% on June 30 and by a further
0.25% to 5.25% on August 24. Rising mortgage
costs have taken some of the heat out of the
housing market, with housing starts falling 5.6%
in June to the lowest level in over a year.  Nev-
ertheless, 5.5 million existing homes were sold
in June, near record levels.
Economic concerns in the United States, where
they exist, focus on the problems of obtaining
skilled labour, mushrooming corporate and con-
sumer debt, and doubts about the underlying
sustainability of stockmarket gains. As the
Economist points out “spending cannot increase
faster than income forever”.  But while it does,
the US hardwood industry is “making hay while
the sun is shining”.
Building material prices are now at record lev-
els. The bouyant housing market has fed through
into firm demand for wood based household
goods including flooring, kitchens, and furni-
ture. US citizens bought record levels of furni-
ture and bedding valued at US$57.9 billion in
1998. Demand looks like it may be even stron-
ger this year, with furniture and bedding val-
ued at over US$ 30 billion sold during the first
6 months. Analysts are forecasting demand of
around US61.7 billion for the year as a whole.
Despite continuing high production during the
summer months, firm domestic demand has
meant that both green and kiln dried invento-
ries have continued to decline. Tight supplies
are particularly affecting Cherry and Hard
Maple, with inventories of both species well
below normal for the time of year. Buyers for
these species are placing orders well into the
autumn in order to guarantee supplies. Analysts
are predicting that supplies of more significant
export items could also be affected later in the
year, particularly if demand picks up or there is
heavy rain in the autumn and a severe winter.
Recent trends suggest that demand for US prod-
ucts in major export markets should continue to
firm during the second half of 1999. Many ana-
lysts are now predicting that the US dollar will
weaken against both the Euro and the yen, pro-
viding a boost to US hardwood exports. Improve-
ments in Japan’s economy suggest increasing
demand from Japanese buyers who have tradi-
tionally been willing to pay high prices for good

quality US hardwoods. Orders from manufac-
turers in South Korea, Taiwan and China are
all reported to be picking up. European mar-
kets have been slow over recent months, due to
comparative weakness in the euro and underly-
ing  economy.  However signs of improving eco-
nomic conditions in the core markets of Ger-
many, United Kingdom and Italy bode well for
the rest of 1999. There are reports that US hard-
wood exports to Europe during the summer are
better than expected for the time of year and
that many shippers have already booked pro-
duction in key export items through the autumn.
There are reports of manufacturers becoming
concerned over the quality of US hardwoods
supplied to the UK market. UK agents comment
that there is little doubt that the quality of im-
ported US hardwoods has progressively declined
over the last 2 years. This seems to reflect less
changes in the underlying quality of the US tim-
ber resource and more the unwillingness of UK
importers to pay the full price for true FAS
grades. UK importers willingness to pay these
prices now tends to be lower than Far Eastern
and other European buyers. CIF (UK port) prices
for US hardwoods quoted in Tropical Timbers
are actually lower than the full FAS price, but
reflect the maximum that most UK importers
are willing to pay. Most US producers are un-
willing to ship true FAS grades at these prices.
Looking at particular species, demand for Cherry
and Hard maple continues to firm. Supplies are
tight and some speciality thicknesses for higher
grades of Hard maple  are oversold. Both spe-
cies are very fashionable amongst shopfitters,
joinery and furniture manufacturers.
Demand for Ash in both the Far East and Eu-
rope has picked up, with the thicker sizes sell-
ing particularly well. Prices to the European
market are firming.
Production of red oak is at it’s highest during
the summer months, but firm domestic demand
has already led to shortages in the thicker sizes.
Export demand for the species, notably from
Mexico, is high. US manufacturers’ demand for
lower grades of red oak is improving. Prices to
the European market are firming.
White oak markets, which are more dependent
than red oak on export demand, are more mixed.
Sales to Northern Europe have been slow over
the summer, but demand from Southern Europe
has remained relatively firm. Expectations are
that demand will pick up from Europe in the
Autumn. Demand for lower grades of the spe-
cies, which have been slow in many areas of
the US, is now improving with increased or-
ders from US flooring plants and exporters. In-
creasing numbers of European buyers are ask-
ing for fixed widths and lengths.
Sales of Tulipwood are improving and prices
firming. There are reports that demand from
China and Thailand is being boosted as Tulip-
wood replaces rubberwood which is in short sup-
ply. FAS grades of Tulipwood are reported to
be in relatively limited supply.

Indonesian plywood prices have weakened
slightly over the last month due to a fall in
the rupiah/dollar exchange rate and marginal
improvements in the Indonesian log supply
situation during the current dry season. Log
supplies for plywood production in Indonesia
are limited, but supply still exceeds demand.
Prices are being quoted at around INDO96
less 12.
The UK market has been relatively quiet over
the summer months. Importers bought fairly
well earlier in the year and stocks are at rea-
sonable levels. UK agents are optimistic that
demand may pick up significantly in the au-
tumn with economic improvements and signs
of growth in the construction sector. The UK
market is characterised by intense competi-
tion, implying that while sales may increase
later in the year, margins will be tight.
Brazil is not yet selling significant quantities
of hardwood ply to Europe. Production, par-
ticularly in the tropical North, is restricted by
the high costs of finance due to high interest
rates. Relative weakness of the real, which
fell to nearly 2 to the US dollar in late Au-
gust, also makes imports of essential raw ma-
terials expensive.  Recession in Brazil has
meant that domestic demand is weak. In re-
sponse to high production costs, many Brazil-
ian producers have switched to exporting ve-
neers rather than converting into plywood.
Brazilian softwood ply exporters are doing
better due to firm US demand.

North American Hardwoods

Production falls short of record demand

Plywood

Demand patchy

Continued page 6
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HARDWOOD LOGS AND SAWN FROM OUTSIDE THE EU Note 2
(cubic metres)

Apr Apr Cum Cum Apr Apr Cum Cum Apr Apr Cum Cum
99 98 99 98 99 98 99 98 99 98 99 98

BOLIVIA 447 447
BRAZIL 1551 773 4776 4657 1551 773 4776 4657
BURMA 30 30 119 77 30 119 107
CAMEROON 1791 2798 10089 10599 585 830 7220 5615 2376 3628 17309 16214
CONGO 265 239 1182 1447 239
EQ. GUINEA 157 157
GABON 42 318 1094 1800 23 167 74 65 318 1261 1874
GAMBIA 275 275
GHANA 1716 2031 8125 9316 1716 2031 8125 9316
GUINEA 88 429 88 429
GUYANA 15 15 167 234 300 1362 182 234 315 1362
INDONESIA 34 34 592 157 1879 1230 592 191 1879 1264
IVORY COAST 1213 1623 4682 5706 1213 1623 4682 5706
LIBERIA 240 240 240 240
MALAYSIA 299 134 1244 229 5686 3058 23552 16779 5985 3192 24796 17008
NIGERIA 186 410 269 37 57 148 223 467 417
PAPUA N.G. 87 28 31 220 43 28 31 220 130
PERU 23 50 137 22 23 187 22
PHILIPPINES 93 42 93 291 93 42 93 291
SINGAPORE 80 101 96 610 774 101 96 610 854
STH KOREA 83 83
SRI LANKA 43 43 43 43
TANZANIA 14 10 32 25 197 90 32 25 211 100
THAILAND 65 30 188 65 30 188
TRIN. & TOB. 30 30
VENEZUELA 32 32
OTHER 51 38 46 87 70 38 46 87 121

TROPICAL 2170 3710 13181 13825 11956 9078 54295 46919 14126 12788 67476 60744

AUSTRALIA 28 3 35 46 49 31 284 28 52 66 330
CANADA 234 153 916 767 2449 1012 9217 4466 2683 1165 10133 5233
CANADA Beech 7 7 17 98 7 17 105
CANADA Birch 67 97 67 97
CANADA Oak 255 389 1408 1862 255 389 1408 1862
CANADA Poplar 30 93 30 93
CANADA Walnut 15 105 83 112 15 105 83 112
CHILE 31 135 31 135
CHINA 83 243 30 83 243 30
CZECH REP. 41 14 41 14 3 41 14 44 14
CZECH REP. Beech 19 19 30 30 49 49
ESTONIA Birch 1209 1508 3170 5790 1209 1508 3170 5790
ESTONIA Oak 684 3344 684 3344
ICELAND Oak 115 115 115 115
LATVIA Birch 309 1465 926 309 1465 926
LATVIA Oak 49 110 49 110
LATVIA Poplar 98 893 98 98 893 98
LITHUANIA 173 50 49 168 50 49 341
NORWAY 84 84 172 84 84 84 256
NORWAY Beech 45 45
POLAND 14 42 58 195 15 15 30 29 42 73 225
POLAND Beech 102 102 26 102 102 26
POLAND Birch 48 24 284 48 24 284
POLAND Oak 23 23 23 23
ROMANIA Beech 78 17 330 158 138 78 362 78 155 408 520
RUSSIA 93 1161 323 68 1870 631 323 68 1963 1792
RUSSIA Beech 55 55
RUSSIA Birch 18 71 552 401 18 71 552 401
RUSSIA Oak 103 192 450 109 192 450 212
RUSSIA Poplar 19 19 57 19 76
S. AFRICA 12 23 12 8 66 50 126 8 78 73 138
SERB/MONT Beech 22 34 22 34
SLOVAKIA Beech 22 22 24 24 22 24 22 24
SLOVAKIA Oak 121 52 197 121 52 197
UKRAINE Oak 172 172
USA 1237 1359 5399 4866 3443 4489 11435 16597 4680 5848 16834 21463
USA Beech 9 53 58 9 53 58
USA Birch 82 82
USA Oak 3606 6232 15797 22519 3606 6232 15797 22519
USA Poplar 39 548 510 2754 2479 548 510 2754 2518
USA Walnut 125 162 331 492 125 162 331 492
OTHER 9 1 9 35 20 0 192 45 29 1 201 80

TEMPERATE 3012 3544 12408 15246 11979 13659 48784 51501 14991 17203 61192 66747

AFRICA 1833 3554 11895 13350 3665 4612 22427 21075 5498 8166 34322 34425
ASIA 299 168 1244 460 6662 3509 26933 19442 6961 3677 28177 19902
AUS/PAC 37 3 44 46 65 53 300 37 68 97 346
E. EUROPE 1383 1939 5129 7575 923 431 4846 1156 2306 2370 9975 8731
N. AMERICA 1471 1519 6464 5776 10450 12899 41125 48787 11921 14418 47589 54563
RUSSIA 37 71 664 1665 515 68 2377 795 552 139 3041 2460
S. AMERICA 38 65 27 1720 1038 5273 6666 1758 1038 5338 6693
W. EUROPE 84 84 172 115 45 199 84 115 129 371

TOTAL 5182 7254 25589 29071 23935 22737 103079 98420 29117 29991 128668 127491

SLEEPERS FROM OUTSIDE THE EU
(cubic metres)

Apr Apr Cum Cum
99 98 99 98

AUSTRALIA 620 746 2943 2784
GUYANA 91 425
NIGERIA 18 117
RUSSIA 50 50
SLOVAKIA 80 116
OTHER 18 22 51
TOTAL 809 814 3623 2885

VENEERS FROM OUTSIDE THE EU
(cubic metres)

Apr Apr Cum Cum
99 98 99 98

BRAZIL 5 9 21 22
CAMEROON 30 40 11
CONGO 90 25 116
GHANA 234 348 1005 1056
INDIA 3 4
INDONESIA 32 124
IVORY COAST 30 30 32
MALAYSIA 22 68
SINGAPORE 10 35 32
THAILAND 5 8 52 174
ZAIRE 192 247 527

TROPICAL 307 657 1513 2162

AUSTRALIA 2
BULGARIA 31
CANADA 100 145 405 388
CHINA 41 41
CROATIA 31
ESTONIA 380 836
HUNGARY 92 32
LATVIA 134 48 424 77
LITHUANIA 47 47
RUSSIA 34 66 220 131
S. AFRICA 127 216 660 752
SLOVENIA 54 30 138 154
SWITZERLAND 1 1 77 114
USA 606 1259 2956 4337

TEMPERATE 1524 1765 5958 5987

TOTAL 1831 2422 7471 8149

UK IMPORTS
LOGS SAWN TOTALApril Commentary

Continued page 7

UK imports of hardwood logs and sawn dur-
ing April were little changed over the previ-
ous month. During the first 4 months of 1999,
overall imports of hardwood logs and sawn
were similar to the same period last year, but
there are signs of a shift away from temper-
ate to tropical sources. Malaysia has made
particularly gains, with sawnwood imports
up 40%. Imports of North American hard-
wood logs and sawn were down 12%.
 Imports of plywood from the US were insig-
nificant in the four months to April, while
imports of tropical plywood increased by
129%. All major tropical plywood supply
sources benefited from the trend: Indonesia
(up134%), Malaysia (up 74%), and Brazil
(up 34%). Imports of plywood from within
the EC were also up 31%, with the major
gains being made by Finland.

Plywood demand in the Far East, although sig-
nificantly improved over last year, is still vari-
able. Plywood imports into Japan reached a
peak of around 481,000 m3 in April and
475,000 m3 in May. June arrivals were also
high, but there are signs that supply is now
well in excess of demand . Expectations are
that Japanese imports will fall after August.
The South Korean economy is looking more
healthy, but rising demand has been slow to

filter through to the South Korean timber sec-
tor. Korea’s domestic plywood mills are now
operating at around 80% capacity. Sales to do-
mestic markets are flat and few are expecting
a return to pre-crises levels before the begin-
ning of next year.
Demand into China is firming again. Over re-
cent months many importers held off buying
plywood because they believed domestic pro-
duction would become more competitive fol-
lowing China’s introduction of zero import tax

rates for logs. However with continuing de-
mand from a busy construction sector, many
importers have now decided to replenish de-
pleted stocks. Efforts to fight plywood smug-
gling have also led to reduced availability of
plywood on the Chinese market.
Strengthening Asian currencies and increased
prices in the Far East have improved Ghana’s
competitive position on plywood. Small but
regular volumes are being shipped to the UK,
USA and  France.

 Plywood Continued
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NOTES
1. Statistics are based on official figures of HM Customs and Excise. We try to amend
anomalies, but it is not always possible to identify them. The imports of tropical wood
apparently coming from continental Europe may include goods transhipped through a
continental port. Boules and forms of square edged stock may be included under ‘logs’.
Where species are shown as coming from a source where it is known they do not occur,
then it is assumed that the wood is wrongly identified and it is classified under “others”
for that country. Major inconsistencies between volumes, weights and values are recon-
ciled by estimates based on previous performance.
2. Logs and sawn data for “other” species derived from Estonia (Total cum 1999 vol-
ume 20403 m3) and Latvia (total cum 1999 volume 44523 m3) are omited from this
table as these volumes  are assumed to contain large quantities of  softwood.
3. HM Customs and Excise Data for trade within the EU is subject to delay. Because of
new methods of statistical collection, returns may remain incomplete. Statistics are re-
corded as received and may be corrected subsequently and marked “C”.

Apr Apr Cum Cum Apr Apr Cum Cum
99 98 99 98 99 98 99 98

BRAZIL 261 205 631 831 12020 6062 51179 38017
GHANA 114 143 252
GUYANA 727 42 3953 1444
INDONESIA 1010 944 3793 6606 18740 13694 101119 42991
MALAYSIA 147 1443 218 11238 5990 53833 30663
SINGAPORE 2 220 59
SOUTH KOREA 4538 533 49296 1203
THAILAND 3180
ZIMBABWE 45 45 43 86
OTHER 16 10 84 59

TROPICAL 1463 1149 5914 7655 47322 26445 263093 114688

BELARUS 52 165 52 329
CANADA 4692 4082 26829 30144
CHILE 1411 571 9639 1013
CHINA 64 663 384 3205 1185
ESTONIA 959 728 2674 2542
ISRAEL 158 134 549 581
LATVIA 3639 2589 11619 12284
LITHUANIA 81 54 1596 667 3677 4247
MALTA 1007 1007
MOROCCO 67 127 213 352
NORWAY 91 273 35 211 210 1086 1033
POLAND 32 10 51 130 233 573 969
RUSSIA 7191 8341 25993 29833
SLOVENIA 58 57 272 164
SWITZERLAND 12 12 39 1 392
USA 202 348 1196 5684 19901 175150
OTHER 40 1 5 111 57

TEMPERATE 91 246 364 604 23031 24016 107401 260275

AFRICA 45 45 126 241 597 604
ASIA 1157 944 5238 6888 35338 20750 211442 76790
AUSTR/PACIFIC
E. EUROPE 32 91 145 6434 4439 18867 20535
N. AMERICA 202 348 5888 9766 46730 205294
RUSSIA 7191 8341 25993 29833
S. AMERICA 261 205 631 831 14158 6675 64771 40482
W. EUROPE 91 12 273 47 1218 249 2094 1425

TOTAL 1554 1395 6278 8259 70353 50461 370494 374963

HARDWOOD LOGS AND SAWN FROM INSIDE THE EU Note 3
(cubic metres)

Apr Apr Cum Cum Apr Apr Cum Cum Apr Apr Cum Cum
99 98 99 98 99 98 99 98 99 98 99 98

BELGIUM 87 44 246 278 613 2254 246 278 700 2298
BELGIUM Beech 2 66 356 224 2 66 356 224
DENMARK 52 98 55 319 379 98 55 371 379
DENMARK Beech 10 1 158 367 202 1402 698 367 212 1403 856
FINLAND 1152 795 2112 744 329 3016 1133 744 1481 3811 3245
FRANCE 136 38 504 129 359 293 829 1609 495 331 1333 1738
FRANCE Beech 19 32 19 205 86 413 262 205 105 445 281
FRANCE Oak 101 143 692 643 2159 2094 793 643 2302 2094
GERMANY 82 1146 224 388 694 2063 2432 388 776 3209 2656
GERMANY Beech 20 3129 2052 10817 9485 3129 2052 10817 9505
GERMANY Oak 83 53 442 413 83 53 442 413
IRELAND 17 78 34 110 81 690 245 127 81 768 279
NETHLNDS 2 175 34 1063 1418 5469 3392 1065 1418 5644 3426
NETHLNDS Oak 13 61 227 205 13 61 227 205
SPAIN 29 280 122 695 577 280 122 724 577
SWEDEN 1241 1774 3102 1624 2257 6761 8969 1624 3498 8535 12071
SWEDEN Beech 21 84 35 110 35 84 35 110 56
OTHER 14 2 191 64 201 2 191 64 215

EU TOTAL 256 2542 4816 5911 9489 8916 36445 34607 9745 11458 41261 40518

Apr Apr Cum Cum Apr Apr Cum Cum
99 98 99 98 99 98 99 98

BELGIUM 12 58 20 581 831 3428 2159
DENMARK 85 35 233 4 97 147 442
FINLAND 284 530 1121 1623 3418 5821 37417 19279
FRANCE 25 4049 2796 7098 11232
GERMANY 164 1068 348 834 2227 3506
IRELAND 1 2 9 37 445 544 1228
ITALY 87 335 218 957 691 4029 3327
NETHERLANDS 531 32 102 181 625
SPAIN 76 129 1823 1442
SWEDEN 209 653 564 1813 2128
OTHER 41 29

EU TOTAL 460 703 2644 2843 10155 12310 58748 45397

VENEERS FROM INSIDE THE EU Note 3
(cubic metres)

Apr Apr Cum Cum
99 98 99 98

BELGIUM 158 61 609 679
DENMARK 49 46 253 296
FINLAND 42 31 132 104
FRANCE 81 139 449 603
GERMANY 339 446 1345 1082
IRELAND 302 21 310
ITALY 133 38 211 99
NETHERLANDS 4 35 93 115
OTHER 19 1 27 69

EU TOTAL 825 1099 3140 3357

SLEEPERS FROM INSIDE THE EU Note 3
(cubic metres)

Apr Apr Cum Cum
99 98 99 98

FRANCE 266 513 1397
GERMANY 28 454 2083 454
NETHERLANDS 176 55 437 55
SPAIN 610
OTHER 191 294 52

EU TOTAL 395 775 3327 2568

BLOCKBOARD

BLOCKBOARD AND PLYWOOD FROM OUTSIDE THE EU

PLYWOOD

LOGS SAWN TOTAL

BLOCKBOARD

BLOCKBOARD AND PLYWOOD FROM INSIDE THE EU Note 3

PLYWOOD
(cubic metres) (cubic metres)

Commentary cont. from page 6
UK imports of tropical veneers were down 30% in the year to April. Ve-
neer imports from the former Zaire, Congo (Brazzaville), Thailand, and
Indonesia all declined. Overall veneer imports from temperate regions were
unchanged from the same period the previous year. However there was a
noticeable shift away from US to Eastern European veneer supplies.

South American Forests

Good intentions
Despite US sponsored efforts to destroy coca
plantations in Colombia, swathes of tropical
forest continue to be converted to produce
narcotics each year.  According to a report in
the Financial Times, the total amount of land
used to cultivate coca, the raw material for
cocaine, grew more than 25% last year. The
number of hectares given over to growing
illicit crops has increased from 25,000 ha in
1994 to about 100,000 ha this year.
Coca plantations continue to increase in size
despite government efforts to destroy crops by
areal spraying. A record  54,674 has of coca

plantations were sprayed last year. The US
sponsored campaign has led to complaints
from farmers over arbitrary and misguided
spraying operations. The impact of the
campaign has been limited because farmers
either find ways to minimise the effects of the
herbicides or they simply replant on the same
land a few months later. Other growers
migrate, fuelling an aggressive expansion of
the crop into parts of the country beyond the
reach of the spray aircraft. Large swathes of
virgin forest are cleared in the process.
Farmers are in no doubt that coca remains the
most profitable crop in the Amazonian region.
Some varieties of coca yield fresh leaves in
only 75 days. Other crops like rubber take
several years to yield the first harvest.

Furthermore, the coca traders pay in cash and
collect the product from the farmers’ doorstep.
A similar process, on a smaller scale, is
underway in Bolivia. Bolivia’s introduction of
a new forest law in 1996, designed to bring
about sustainable forestry, led to a decrease
in the area under forest concessions from 22
million hectares to less than 6 million hectares
(Tropical Timbers April 1999). Severe
restrictions on mahogany logging have
rendered traditional harvesting operations
unprofitable. While mahogany logging has
ceased, and new sustainable forestry systems
struggle to make ends meet, areas previously
managed under concession are being cleared
by farmers keen to benefit from the more
lucrative narcotics trade.
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Economic prospects in the UK are looking more
healthy. The Deputy Governor of the Bank of
England, in a rare show of exuberance,  has said
that “growth with low inflation is likely to be
with us for some time.” The Chancellor, Gor-
don Brown, is thinking of increasing the
Treasury’s estimate of Britain’s long term growth
rate from 2.25% to 2.5%. The source of this
optimism is the speed with which GDP growth
has recovered since the winter. GDP growth was
virtually flat during the last quarter of 1998 and
first quarter of 1999. However the economy grew
by 0.5% in the second quarter. The speed of re-
covery has led many analysts, who only a few
months ago were predicting recession, to fore-
cast increased interest rates within a few months.
At present inflation seems to be under control
and there is wage restraint, despite the lowest
levels of unemployment since the early 1980s.
Signs of economic recovery are boosting confi-
dence in the UK hardwood market. Most UK
agents are reporting that business has picked up
during July and August in defiance of the usual
summer lull. Interest in the forward market, al-
most non existent during April and May, is now
improving. The positive trend is across the board,
affecting all species. Where importers do have
doubts, they focus on the reliability of the up-
ward trend in DRM and Seraya prices. Having
held off from the forward market during the
spring, most importers stocks are now low. Many
agents are optimistic that improvements in the
UK’s underlying economy will filter through into
increased hardwood demand during the autumn
months. They suggest that, against the back-
ground of generally tight supplies, those buyers
moving early to replenish depleted stocks will
benefit later in the year.
Large trading companies selling into Europe,
with the resources to ship and kiln unsold stock
and to provide a range of finished and semi fin-
ished products, are reporting relatively high lev-
els of activity. These companies are beneficia-
ries of the existing trend amongst importers to
carry relatively low stocks, relying on Just-In-
Time purchasing when necessary. Large US
hardwood exporters are also seeking to exploit
the trend towards JIT  through the establishment
of large warehouses for unsold stock at major
ports. These warehouses are reported to be rela-
tively full at present, while US hardwood stocks
of the European trade and processing industry
are relatively low.
A stronger euro and improving national econo-
mies are raising confidence that hardwood de-
mand in Germany and Italy, relatively weak dur-
ing the first half of 1999, will strengthen in the
second half. In June, Germany’s Building Intel-
ligence Journal suggested that after 6 years of
recession in the German construction industry
there are finally signs of recovery. A key fore-
casting organization, IFO, has raised its fore-
cast for growth in West German commercial
construction from +1.3% to 2.7% for 1999 and
from +3% .to +5% for 2000.
Despite healthy signs of economic growth, and

an active construction sector, trading conditions
are still difficult for French tropical hardwood
importers. Over the first four months of 1999,
imports of all tropical logs were down 9%, with
logs of okoume down 43%. Tropical sawnwood
imports were also down by 3%. Sawnwood im-
ports from Asia have been badly hit, standing
at only 19,100 m3 in the four months to April,
down 66% on last year. The French Importers
Federation, FFBTA, report in their July/August
bulletin that France’s tropical hardwood mar-
ket remains weak. Importers are finding that
profits are being squeezed as tropical wood
prices in France are being slow to pick up de-
spite significant increases in FOB prices.
Looking to the future, market prospects in Eu-
rope are looking more healthy as the euro-zone
economy appears to be on the mend. Unem-
ployment is drifting down, inflation and inter-
est rates are at historical lows, the much ma-
ligned euro has picked up, and business confi-
dence is rebounding in France, Germany and
Italy. Manufacturing orders are improving. The
recovery is at least partly due to the euro’s de-
cline in the first half of 1999, which served to
improve European manufacturers export posi-
tion. European exports have been boosted fur-
ther by the strengthening world economy. Com-
panies have at last run down stocks built up
when growth was slow last year. They are now
manufacturing more in response to improved
orders. Europe’s half point cut in interest rates
in April has encouraged spending.
The challenge now for Europe’s economy is to
turn a cyclical bounce into sustained growth.
To achieve this, there is a need to make a dent
in Europe’s unemployment rate, now standing
at 10% of the total workforce. Fundamental re-
form of the job market is crucial. The signs on
this score are not all encouraging. Both Ger-
many and France are introducing rules that will
increase the costs of employment. Germany is
imposing new social security payments and in-
creasing the tax burden on second jobs. France
is cutting the working week to 35 hours. This
measure, although designed to create work by
encouraging sharing, may discourage firms from
employing people in the first place. Other signs
are more promising. Most European govern-
ments, even those of the left, are now less hos-
tile to deregulation. The euro is encouraging
mergers and restructuring throughout Europe,
which should in turn raise efficiency.

UK and European Hardwood Demand

Growing optimism as economy improves

ITTO’s Market News Service reports on the on-
going debate in Malaysia over the export of
rubberwood. Producers of sawn rubberwood are
lobbying the Malaysian government to grant
further export quotas for the species. However
domestic manufacturers of rubberwood
furniture, concerned about shortages of raw
material, are resisting the proposals.
Export demand for Malaysian rubberwood is
high amongst Chinese furniture manufacturers.
China is having difficulty obtaining sufficient
volumes of the species and importers are
offering high prices. Rubberwood production in
Malaysia has increased during the dry season
and supplies are readily available. Producers
complain that they are being forced to sell their
supplies to domestic manufacturers at
internationally low prices.
Meanwhile, Malaysia’s rubberwood furniture
manufacturers also report firm demand for their
product. They are keen to ensure raw material
supplies are readily available at comparatively
low prices. This should give them an edge over
their main competitors in China, Thailand,
Indonesia and Vietnam.

Just six months ago, in the wake of the disor-
derly devaluation of the real, it looked as if
Brazil’s economy was on the verge of collapse.
However, since then Brazil’s economy has
notched up two successive quarters of growth,
while inflation is still under control. Expecta-
tions are that inflation will end the year within
the official target range of 6-10%. Yet Brazil’s
economy is still far from secure. For the second
successive year, overall growth will be very sub-
dued. Living standards are falling. President
Cardoso is trying to stick to the austerity mea-
sures which markets and his deal with the IMF
demands.
Shock waves from Brazil’s devaluation have
been felt elsewhere in South America. From
Argentina to Colombia, much of the continent
is in its deepest recession since the early 1980s.
For example, according to the Economist,
Uruguay’s GDP is expected to shrink by 2.5%
this year, Paraguay’s by 3%, Honduras’ by 3.8%
and Ecuador’s by 5.1%. While Paraguay’s and
Uruguay’s recessions are  an outcome of Bra-
zilian collapse, Ecuador’s economic woes are
deep rooted in years of mismanagement. These
problems have been compounded by El Nino
related storm damage. Ecuador is now on the
brink of defaulting on its huge debts and is seek-
ing IMF support. Neighboring Peru is looking
more healthy,  already being in the IMF’s care
and slowly recovering from an earlier downturn.
Honduras is still grappling with the after effects
of the devastating Hurricane Mitch. Central
America is performing much better. Indeed
countries of the Carribean region have been
absorbing significant quantities of South Ameri-
can wood. Costa Rica, the most stable country
in Central America is prospering. Nicaragua is
expected to notch up the fastest growth in Cen-
tral America this year and the next, with GDP
growth of 4.5% in 1999 and 6% in 2000.

Timber production in Scotland is set to double
from current levels of around 4 million tonnes
a year, to between 8 and 10 million tonnes
within the next 15 years. Trees being harvested
today were planted shortly after the second
world war under government plans to reduce
imports. Within the next few years, large tracts
of forest planted in the 1960s and 1970s will
come on stream for the first time.

Scottish production
to double in 15 years

South American Economy

Continental recession

Rubberwood
Firm Chinese demand
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Tropical Hardwood Imports Temperate Hardwood Imports
% Chng % Change

1996 1997 1998 97/98 1996 1997 1998 97/98

Logs
Austria 1 1 1 0 746 1109 1149 4
Belgium/Lux 76 88 101 15 51 47 34 -28
Denmark 2 4 4 0 398 196 96 -51
Finland 2 0 0 0 168 174 183 5
France 800 739 901 22 451 658 633 -4
Germany 116 80 80 0 100 220 220 0
Italy 250 230 270 17 1580 2121 1940 -9
Netherlands 98 96 95 -1 149 151 155 3
Portugal 357 310 358 15 77 148 100 -32
Spain 219 257 283 10 381 1286 1393 8
U.K. 12 12 12 0 13 13 13 0
Other 78 86 90 5 291 221 200 -10
Europe 2011 1903 2195 15 4405 6344 6116 -4
Canada 0 0 1 0 1044 1550 1199 -23
China 1000 2852 2800 -2 1632 688 300 -56
Japan 6172 5893 3792 -36 513 552 553 0
Rep. of Korea 1211 1060 900 -15 166 251 300 20
Taiwan 1573 1600 1550 -3 63 90 50 -44
U.S.A. 1 2 2 0 323 726 933 29
Other 13 13 15 15 2 4 3 -25
Total 11981 13323 11255 -16 8148 10205 9454 -7

Sawn
Austria 7 9 5 -44 174 195 165 -15
Belgium/Lux 183 192 277 44 276 251 304 21
Denmark 16 24 15 -38 39 135 125 -7
France 218 276 303 10 257 263 280 6
Germany 157 189 200 6 381 470 500 6
Ireland 27 28 35 25 14 25 35 40
Italy 151 160 200 25 1273 1290 1300 1
Netherlands 395 330 400 21 188 252 185 -27
Portugal 37 39 38 -3 95 113 106 -6
Spain 309 368 426 16 411 60 39 -35
U.K. 280 300 280 -7 295 311 340 9
Other 45 44 44 0 397 382 381 0
Europe 1825 1959 2223 13 3800 3747 3760 0
Canada 15 12 10 -17 913 1012 915 -10
China 501 661 650 -2 277 464 499 8
Japan 1202 1265 793 -37 752 525 292 -44
Rep. of Korea 504 391 200 -49 247 247 150 -39
Taiwan 477 450 450 0 264 228 230 1
U.S.A. 251 256 273 7 638 809 945 17
Other 103 94 106 13 288 330 313 -5
Total 4878 5088 4705 -8 7179 7362 7104 -4

Plywood
Austria 11 16 15 -6 50 50 65 30
Belgium/Lux 157 187 316 69 -1 28 30 7
Denmark 40 58 40 -31 61 48 65 35
France 127 106 108 2 81 127 151 19
Germany 196 209 200 -4 453 191 220 15
Ireland 7 8 10 25 5 4 5 25
Italy 95 95 100 5 105 105 120 14
Netherlands 212 175 175 0 46 59 60 2
Spain 2 3 2 -33 19 21 27 29
Sweden 8 5 5 0 64 70 80 14
U.K. 450 460 450 -2 82 70 80 14
Other 12 12 12 0 66 89 91 2
Europe 1317 1334 1433 7 1031 862 994 15
Canada 96 96 90 -6 129 124 130 5
China 1800 1369 1300 -5 450 81 160 98
Japan 4859 4860 3840 -21 33 72 -113 -257
Rep. of Korea 991 895 450 -50 83 73 50 -32
Taiwan 762 363 360 -1 0 417 410 -2
U.S.A. 1038 945 1089 15 752 832 862 4
Other 142 155 155 0 25 26 33 27
Total 11005 10017 8717 -13 2503 2487 2526 2

Veneer
Austria 2 2 1 -50 15 12 11 -8
Belgium/Lux 22 22 35 59 21 20 25 25
Denmark 4 15 4 -73 9 2 13 550
France 22 32 35 9 30 13 20 54
Germany 60 66 60 -9 20 14 10 -29
Italy 170 160 150 -6 10 10 20 100
Netherlands 13 15 15 0 11 5 5 0
Norway 0 1 1 0 9 9 9 0
Portugal 2 3 3 0 3 5 3 -40
Spain 19 30 20 -33 29 1 10 900
Sweden 3 3 3 0 7 12 12 0
U.K. 9 10 10 0 28 26 20 -23
Other 6 3 3 0 15 25 27 8
Europe 332 362 340 -6 207 154 185 20
Canada 4 5 5 0 62 78 85 9
China 250 417 400 -4 76 27 30 11
Japan 109 94 61 -35 32 33 31 -6
Rep. of Korea 49 263 250 -5 24 84 250 198
Taiwan 155 160 150 -6 17 27 40 48
U.S.A. 14 17 18 6 180 177 190 7
Other 7 15 10 -33 7 8 16 100
Total 920 1333 1234 -7 605 588 827 41

ITTO Consumers
In 1998, the volume of tropical hardwood logs
imported by ITTO’s consumer countries was
16% less than the previous year.  Tropical
sawnwood, plywood and veneer  imports were
also down by 8%, 13% and 7% respectively. A
significant gain in tropical hardwood imports
by European countries failed to counter-act con-
siderable market losses in Japan and South
Korea. Japan’s imports of tropical hardwood
logs, sawn and plywood fell by 36%, 37% and
21% respectively over the previous year. South
Korea’s imports of logs fell by 15%, while im-
ports of both sawn and plywood collapsed to
only half the previous year’s level.
Highly competitive pricing and vigorous efforts
by tropical producers to make up lost ground in
Asia by developing European markets, led to a
15% and 13% increase in European tropical log
and sawn exports respectively during 1998. The
biggest buyers were France, Portugal,  Spain
and Italy. To some extent tropical imports made
inroads into the markets for temperate hard-
woods. Temperate hardwood imports into Italy,
Portugal and France showed a decline during
1998.
Europe’s plywood imports showed substantial
growth during 1998, imports of tropical plywood
increasing by 7% and of temperate plywood by
15% over the previous year. Imports of tropical
plywood into Belgium showed a particularly
significant gain of 69%.
Overall, European imports of veneer remained
fairly flat compared to the previous year, with a
6% fall  in tropical veneer imports being com-
pensated by an increase in imports from tem-
perate sources. Italy, with it’s large furniture
manufacturing sector, maintained her command-
ing position as Europe’s largest importer of ve-
neer.
The ITTO data confirms the vigour of the US
market during 1998, with log imports increas-
ing by 29%. These are primarily of temperate
origin, a large proportion likely to be arriving
from Canada. US imports of tropical sawn rose
by 7%, while imports of temperate sawn rose
by 17%. The continuing strength of US furni-
ture sector is reflected in the country’s rising
veneer imports.
ITTO’s data for the UK suggests a significant
shift towards temperate hardwoods during 1999,
with tropical hardwood imports falling by 7%
and temperate hardwood imports increasing by
9%. UK import data for 1998 presented in
Tropical Timbers (No.4, 1999) confirms that
tropical hardwood imports fell during 1998.
However, the evidence for increased imports of
temperate hardwoods is less convincing. UK
customs data for 1998 categorised large volumes
of low value sawn timber from Latvia and Es-
tonia under the heading “hardwood”, much of
which is more likely to be softwood. If imports
from Latvia and Estonia are taken out of the
equation, total UK temperate hardwood imports
show a significant decline during 1998.

Data taken from the International Tropical
Timber Organisation 1998 Annual Review,
now available on the Internet: www.ITTO.or.jp
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Forest Fires cont. from  p 12
these framework conditions would be required
to ensure long term control of forest fires.
Following the forest fires of 1997, a wide range
of initiatives were introduced to reduce risks of
future fires. The Indonesian government
strengthened the Forest and Land Fire Control
Centres and Fire Brigades. The National Forest
and Land Fire Control Committee was given
new responsibilities to monitor hot spots
appearing on satellite imagery, carry out
surveillance on the ground, and co-ordinate fire
responses. The number of ongoing forest fire
prevention projects has increased from 4 at the
onset of the 1997 fires, to 35 today. These have
focused on identifying causes and addressing
different aspects of the actions required (such
as capacity building). At the regional level,
initiatives have been taken to address the
problem of trans-boundary haze pollution,
including the establishment of a Haze Technical
Task Force. There is talk of developing new
“Integrated Forest Fire Management” (IFFM)
techniques, which involve coordination of a
wide range of pre-fire planning and prevention
techniques (such as fire breaks, weather
monitoring etc), with fire suppression methods

Papua New Guinea

Export taxes
reinstated
The new Papua New Guinea government of
Prime Minister Sir Mekere Morauta has
moved swiftly to reinstate the government’s
log export taxes.  In an effort to stimulate log
exports in the wake of the Asian crises, his
predecessor had reduced taxes to 0% for all
logs, and portions of the value of logs, under
K130, in July 1998. Taxes prevailing before
July 1998 were reinstated in a mini budget
announced in early August. Industry sources
estimate that, under current prices,
reintroduction of the old tax regime increases
taxes on logs from around 26% to 38% of their
FOB value. The move has been welcomed by
environmentalists concerned that low taxes
tend to encourage exploitative logging while
undermining state income for effective
regulation.  The PNG industry argues that the
reinstated tax will undermine the revival in
log exports, threaten foreign exchange
earnings, and lead to job losses.
Industry sources quoted in the PNG press
suggest that, with the new tax, exporters will
lose US$4 -US$10 per m3. They argue that
this on top of increased production costs due
to the weakness of the kina and government
hikes in VAT will be enough to render large
sectors of the forest industry unprofitable,
resulting in mass closure. A spokesman for the
Forest Industries Association suggests that an
“initial survey of members of the Association
revealed that operations will now close and
up to 90 per cent of PNG’s log exports will be
lost.” The President of PNG Forest Industries
Association suggests that the reintroduction of
the old tax regime would result in the loss of
K600 million foreign currency earnings per
year.
Industry sources argue that when the full range
of benefits to the state and resource owners
are taken into account (including export taxes,
VAT, royalties, other levies and infrastructure
developments) they amount to over 56% of
FOB value. The Forest Industries Association
spokesman claims that “collapse of the
industry would have a disastrous impact on
the rural economy of PNG and for landowners
within forest concession areas.” He suggests
that, as the Government has failed to provide
services and infrastructure in the rural areas,
these functions have been assumed by the
forest industry. He also suggests that forest
landowners, who currently receive something
in the order of K15 million per year from the
industry, will lose this income.
However PNG Government sources suggest
that fears of an industry collapse are
exaggerated, and that increased log prices on
international markets are sufficient to justify
reinstatement of the taxes. Local
environmental activists argue that last years
tax reductions served only to allow foreign
logging companies to make windfall profits and
did little to benefit local communities.

(including fire detection and fire crew
organisation), and post fire rehabilitation. IFFM
also recognises the traditional use of fire by local
people and seeks to involve local communities
in fire management.
Despite all this discussion and activity,
international agencies complain that positive
measures on the ground are being implemented
too slowly. These complaints came to the fore
in July in Paris during meetings of the
Consultative Group on Indonesia, which co-
ordinates donors’ activities in the country.
Despite their worries about the environment,
the donors pledged aid of US$5.9 billion to
Indonesia this year.  However they will meet
the government again in September to talk
specifically about forest management.
An article in the Economist suggests that the
donors complaints may eventually spur
Indonesia into more vigorous action to curb
forest fires, but not during the current dry
season. Choosing a President in November now
occupies Indonesia. Meanwhile the government
is trying to maintain confidence in its patchy
economic reforms, fighting a separatist rebellion
in Aceh, and preparing for a vote on self-
government in East Timor on August 30.

The Russian Federation’s forest sector has been
in a state of decline throughout much of the
1990s. Following the collapse of the USSR in
August 1991, the Russian authorities embarked
on a process of trade liberalisation and
privatisation. Under the Soviet system, firms in
the forest sector were accustomed to having
materials supplied and markets guaranteed by
the state. Managers in the sector have since
struggled to adjust to free market conditions.
Inward investment to the sector was low for
many years prior to the collapse of the Soviet
Union. Political and economic uncertainty has
continued to inhibit investment during more
recent years.  Furthermore, because ownership
rights are still not clearly defined in Russia,
owners of timber operations are reluctant to
invest in the processing sector. As a result the
state of equipment and machinery has
deteriorated since 1990.
In 1998, output of hardwood logs was 18 million
m3, 8% below 1997 levels. Output of softwood
logs was around 55 million m3, down 5% on
the previous year. Production of softwood and
hardwood lumber combined was 16.5 million
m3, down 9 percent.
Russia’s forest product industry is in a critical
financial state.  According to the Ministry of
Economics, the sector lost about 4 billion roubles
during the first 11 months of 1998. Some 70%
of all enterprises reported losses. Debts and
wage arrears plague the industry. Although 95
percent of the medium and large enterprises
have been incorporated into joint stock holding
companies, the industry has not improved its
production efficiency because of weak
management. Most firms cover the financial gap
by demanding 50% down payment to finance

production, with the remaining 50% due upon
completion of the project. There are therefore
no stocks of processed wood available in the
Russian market. Lack of operating capital and
badly worn equipment, are expected to further
erode forest production throughout 1999. Total
output of forest products in Russia is expected
to decline a further 4% this year.
There is no single department responsible for
forestry development in Russia. Today, the
Department of Forestry is the branch within the
Ministry of Economy which tries to coordinate
the forestry sector. It is developing plans and
programs for the industry, but so far has not been
effective in restructuring the sector.
The financial crisis led to a severe reduction in
the domestic consumption of timber and timber
products in 1998. Construction of wood houses
dropped by 51% compared to the previous year,
while the manufacture of windows and doors
decreased by about 10 and 8% respectively. In
1999, total domestic consumption of softwood
and hardwood logs is forecast to fall by 5%.
With domestic markets so weak, Russian firms
are focusing on more profitable export markets.
The rouble devaluation has improved Russia’s
competitive position on international markets
and increased foreign contracts for timber
production. However, Russian producers lack
the resources to import logging and processing
equipment and output of forest products will
remain limited.
Russian producers, who export mainly
roundwood,  have a narrow market focus. Japan
and Finland accounted for 70% of all Russian
exports of timber and forest products in 1998.
Much of the remaining volume was taken up by
Sweden and China.

Russian Federation

Struggling with the free market
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Japan

Imports expected
to increase
Japan’s Lumber Importers Association (JLIA)
has released its forecasts for Japanese wood
products imports this year. The forecast total
import of logs, lumber and plywood of 28.34
million m3 is 3 million (18.8%) higher than
1998. The anticipated increase this year is due
to low levels of imports last year (down 30% on
1997 levels). Imports in 1998 were insufficient
to meet underlying demand and led to severely
depleted stocks at the start of 1999. JLIA
estimate that housing starts this year in Japan
will be 1.3 million units, up 8.5% on 1998
levels. Following devaluation of the rouble, JLIA
is expecting significant increases in imports of
Russian softwood logs for plywood manufacture.
Log imports from New Zealand are expected to
decline by 11%. North American softwood log
imports were low in the first half of 1999 but
are expected to recover in the second half of the
year. Log imports from Asia/Pacific regions are
expected to recover after dropping to extremely
low levels in 1998. Plywood imports are forecast
at around 2.8 million m3 from Indonesia and
1.7 million m3 from Malaysia.
Japan’s economy is improving, but significant
signs of weakness remain. Deflationery
pressures are being tackled for the time being
through large scale government stimulus
measures. Japanese manufacturers are
benefiting from improved demand elsewhere in
Asia. Housing investment has strengthened,
spurred on by government incentive schemes
and low interest rates. On the downside,
unemployment hit 4.9% in June, a record for
Japan. Wage levels and private capital
investment are falling. The recovery of the yen
is threatening to undermine the competitive
position of Japan’s manufacturers. Currently
budgeted government spending will be
exhausted later in 1999. Many analysts are
concerned that Japan’s economy remains
vulnerable to a sharp downturn.

A major feature of the international forest prod-
ucts trade has been the trend towards consoli-
dation, mergers and larger scale operations. The
degree of concentration in the timber industry
may still be much less pronounced than in other
sectors, due to a starting position characterised
by a high degree of fragmentation, large num-
bers of medium sized companies, and natural
limits to the availability of raw material sup-
plies. But the trend is apparent nevertheless,
driven less by the urge to benefit from econo-
mies of scale on the supply side, and more by
the increasing demands of markets.
Examples of recent large scale consolidation in
the forest products sector include the merger of
Enso’s, Stora’s and Schweighofer’s sawmilling
activitites in Europe; in the European wood
based panels sector, the acquisition by the Span-
ish Tafisa of a majority stake in Glunz AG; in
North America, the acquisition on 21 June of
Canada-based MacMillan Bloedel by US-based
Weyerhauser.
There are a number of reasons for the growing
trend towards consolidation. Intense competi-
tion between firms, coupled with falling prices
for many wood based products, notably pulp and
paper, is eating into corporate profits. This has
meant rotten returns for shareholders and led

investors to move out of wood products shares.
As in other sectors, the exceptions tend to be a
few large focused firms that investors see as
likely consolidators.
Wood products companies are also under pres-
sure from their customers. As big buyers
globalise, they tend to push their suppliers to
squeeze costs and to go global themselves.
Some mergers (for example in Belgium the take-
over of Tivapan by Unilin) have involved verti-
cal concentration, linking panel production or
sawmilling with further processing operations.
At the same time, markets are becoming more
efficient. The timber trade has, of course, been
a global business for centuries. But protection-
ism and lack of information have tended to shel-
ter weaker firms. This is becoming less and less
possible. Privitisation and market liberalisation
in Asia and Latin America have released low
priced producers onto the global market. In Eu-
rope, introduction of the euro is tending to in-
crease competition, intensifying confrontation
across borders between firms previously deal-
ing only with national rivals. In the future, elec-
tronic trading of forest products may be expected
to intensify the trend towards consolidation. The
more perfect the market, the greater the pres-
sure to keep prices and costs down.

Forest Convention

New Initiative
Costa Rica and Canada have embarked on a joint
initiative to promote development of a legally
binding Forest Convention Their initiative is
being implemented in 3 stages. The first
revolved around an expert meeting in San Jose,
Costa Rica, to discuss the general issues
involved in formulating an International Forest
Convention. The second stage, now underway,
involves a series of regional and sub-regional
meetings to discuss how a Convention would
address regional concerns. The first of these
meetings was held in Kuala Lumpur in August.
Topics included technical and financial support
for sustainable forest management and forestry’s
contribution to the economy. The third stage will
involve submission of a report on the outcome
of the regional meetings to the Inter-
governmental Forum on Forests (IFF) for

Forest Certification

B&Q accept
Finnish scheme
B&Q, the UK’s largest DIY retailer and an ar-
dent commercial advocate of the Forest Stew-
ardship Council (FSC), reports that it is on
course to achieve its target of 100% certified
forest products by the end of the year. To achieve
the target, B&Q are relying heavily on rapid
FSC certification of the UK forest estate. They
are also accepting wood certified under the Finn-
ish national certification which has been devel-
oped outside the FSC umbrella.
B&Q’s “Position Paper” of 30 July notes that
9.5% of its range of 14700 wood-based prod-
ucts is FSC certified. A further 56% of their
product range is “on track” to be certified by 31
December 1999.  Under this category are in-
cluded all of their UK sources. B&Q are confi-
dent that the recent launch of the United King-
dom Woodland Assurance Scheme (UKWAS)
will deliver large volumes of wood to the re-
quired certification standard within the next 4
months. Of the remaining 34.5% of their prod-
ucts, they are confident that 14% “can be ob-

tained from certified sources within the dead-
line although more activity is required”; and
19.5% come from Finland. 1% are products for
which it will be difficult to achieve certifica-
tion, and will be discontinued.
In accepting Finland’s national certification
scheme, B&Q note that “Finland is a very sig-
nificant source for us. Whilst reviewing the his-
torical context of our policy we must not forget
that other than one very isolated example, B&Q
has never been criticised for buying wood from
Finland. We have also been encouraged by the
determination of the Finnish industry to create
a scheme that meets our needs.” While encour-
aged by the efforts of some other national certi-
fication schemes, for example the Indonesian
LEI scheme, to work towards mutual recogni-
tion with FSC, they note that “at this stage the
only other scheme we are prepared to accept is
the Finnish scheme. However “we are currently
reviewing the Indonesian and Norwegian
scheme and a review of all other schemes should
be completed by January 31 2000.” They imply
that the Pan European Scheme is unlikely to
meet their requirements because mutual recog-
nition with FSC is unlikely.
They argue against the development of certifi-
cation schemes as competitors to FSC. How-
ever, they also suggest that forest management
certification should be separated from the prod-
uct labelling. Their “ideal model” is for national
schemes operating throughout the world to take
responsibility for forest management certifica-
tion. These should all be recognised by a global
umbrella scheme which takes care of the “chain
of custody” and awards the product label.

discussion at a meeting in Canada later this year.
The fate of any proposed Forest Convention
hinges on the outcome of the UN’s Commission
on Sustainable Development meeting in New
York in April 2000. Their decision will be based
on the report from the IFF. The major obstacle
is continuing resistance from the United States.

Mergers

Tomorrow’s corporate giants
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SHARE PRICES FOR SOME U.K. COMPANIES
52 Week 52 Week 29 Apr 28 May 22 June 27 July 31 Aug
High Low

J. Latham 201.5 141.5 156.5 173.5 181.5 178.5 186.5
Meyer International 487.5 244 449.5 461.5 431.0 418.5 450.0
Travis Perkins 758.0 350 652.5 665.0 709.0 755.0 758.5
Barratt Devs. 397.5 155.5 360.0 321.5 375.0 343.5 324.0
John Laing 396.5 230.5 318.5 320.0 319.5 335.0 339.0
Alfred McAlpine 253.5 106.5 230.0 218.0 211.5 221.0 253.5
J. Mowlem 154.5 90.0 153.0 144.0 145.0 136.0 140.5
George Wimpey 182.5 90.5 161.5 159.0 157.5 153.0 152.0
Cornwell Parker 155.0 52.5 117.5 101.5 110.0 96.5 92.5

EXCHANGE RATES FOR ONE POUND STERLING
28 May 29 June 27 July 30 August

Australia Aus.$ 2.4508 2.4090 2.4682 2.5144
Bangladesh Taka 77.7165 76.6204 78.6135 78.5789
Belgium Belgian Fr. 61.8187 3.1596 60.2859 61.2947
Belize B$ 3.2048 3.1596 3.1763 3.1749
Bolivia Boliviano 9.1978 9.0839 9.2113 9.3184
Botswana Pula 7.5746 7.3241 7.3833 7.3324
Brazil Real 2.7802 2.7868 2.8841 3.1091
Fr. Africa* CFA Fr. 1005.22 1002.45 980.30 996.70
Chile Peso 790.865 818.258 817.659 820.553
China Yuan 13.2656 13.0785 13.1451 13.1395
Denmark Danish Krone 11.3862 11.3556 11.1248 11.2954
Europe Euro 1.5325 1.5283 1.4945 1.5195
France Franc 10.0522 10.0245 9.8030 9.9670
Germany D-mark 2.9972 2.9890 2.9229 2.9718
Ghana Cedi 4014.01 4030.08 4126.03 4183.73
Guyana Guyanese $ 256.384 273.305 274.750 274.629
Hong Kong HK$ 12.4258 12.2563 12.3265 12.3264
India Rupee 68.7750 68.5081 68.7828 69.0422
Indonesia Rupiah 13039.55 10553.07 11117.06 12302.75
Irish Republic Punt 1.2069 1.2036 1.1770 1.1967
Italy Lira 2967.23 2959.05 2893.66 2942.07
Japan Yen 193.602 191.116 184.885 176.413
Kenya K. Shilling 112.97 115.21 117.44 119.38
Korea South Won 1900.20 1828.22 1910.54 1879.86
Malaysia Ringgit 6.0891 6.0033 6.0350 6.0323
Myanmar Kyat 10.0177 9.8764 9.9287 9.9243
Netherlands Guilder 3.3771 3.3678 3.2934 3.3485
Nigeria Naira 155.457 159.063 160.133 156.682
Philippines Peso 60.971 59.9535 60.8262 63.1012
Portugal Escudo 307.228 306.381 299.61 304.62
Singapore Singapore $ 2.7637 2.6901 2.6793 2.6792
South Africa Rand 9.9950 9.5366 9.7293 9.6668
Spain Peseta 254.977 254.275 248.66 252.816
Taiwan $ 52.4706 51.0197 51.2417 50.5563
Tanzania Shilling 1129.69 1145.36 1278.47 1261.23
Thailand Baht 59.5212 58.2236 59.1983 60.8391
Uganda New Shilling 2299.45 2294.66 2318.70 2329.59
U.S.A US $ 1.6024 1.5798 1.5882 1.5875
Venezuala Bolivar 958.836 956.577 973.695 983.584
Vietnam Dong 22297.40 22005.04 22153.11 22163.98
Zimbabwe $ 61.1316 59.9535 60.9057 60.7201

*Cameroon, CAR, Congo, Gabon & Cote d’IvoireContinued page 10

Forest fires in Indonesia are again in the news,
with some reports even suggesting that the
problems this year may be worse than in 1997
when fires affected around 6 to 10 million
hectares. Official figures suggest that 800,000
has of forest, including primary and secondary
forest and plantations, were destroyed in 1997
with an economic loss of about US$4 billion. In
addition to implying a major loss of forest
resources, smog from the fires represents a
significant threat to human health and to the
important tourist industry. Smog is  disrupting
air traffic and shipping in the region.
Newspaper reports from Indonesia suggest that
smoke from forest and plantation fires began to
darken the skies over parts of Riau in Sumatra
when the dry season began in July. Forestry
officials now suggest that this year’s fires in
Kalimantan are spreading rapidly and the
situation there could soon be worse than in
Sumatra. Fires have also been reported in
Sarawak. The fires are forecast to last at least
until the end of the dry season in October.
While Indonesian officials have occasionally
been tempted to blame the forest fires on natural
phenomena, specifically the EL Nino weather
phenomenon which leads to prolonged drought,
the real causes of forest fires in Indonesia are
more complex.  According to a summary of an
ITTO meeting of experts held in December 1998
to discuss forest fires in the region: “El Nino by
itself is not a sufficient cause of forest
fire….major fires have taken place in Indonesia
due to a much more complex interaction of
human-induced conditions, which, among
others, include availability of dry fuel fuel load
(caused by wasteful logging, land clearing),
providing the material to feed the conflagration
and an ignition source. The forest fire scene in
Indonesia is characterised by conditions
emanating from negligence and linked both to
subsistence and commercial activities. They are
among others: large scale logging, leaving a
high per-centage of residues in the forest, which
in drought years become highly combustible;
land clearing practices of plantation companies
and small holders using fires to dispose of
clearfelled materials; careless use of fires by
graziers, non wood forest products collectors,
campers and others; intentional fires for staking
land claims; or for other reasons”.
The ITTO experts went on to stress that the risk
of fire was increased by other constraints,
notably weaknesses in legislation and
enforcement, lack of funds, human resources and
technical knowledge. Fundamental changes in
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